SLEUTH ON SKATES:
Sesame Seade #1
by Clémentine Beauvais
illustrated by Sarah Horne

Sophie Margaret Catronia Seade—aka Sesame—has a penchant for roller-skating, sophisticated terminology, and sleuthing. What this sassy brainiac needs is a mystery to solve—and that’s just what she gets when Cambridge University student Jenna Jenkins goes missing!

With help from her friends, Sesame just might crack the case—as long as she can steer clear of pesky parents and avoid the perpetrators of a serious crime!

With delightful illustrations by Sarah Horne, the Sesame Seade Mystery series begins with the hilarious story of how an eleven-year-old girl with as many connections in her brain as there are stars in the universe becomes a true sleuth on skates.

Clémentine Beauvais was born in Paris, where she picked up children’s books and never put them down. As a doctoral student living in Cambridge, UK, she knows Sesame Seade’s haunts well.

Sarah Horne is the illustrator of many children’s books. She lives in London, England.

Keep an eye out for
Gargoyles Gone AWOL: Sesame Seade #2,
Coming Spring 2015!
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